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Abstract

This thesis presents a virtual disk cluster called END, the Expandable Network
Disk. END aggregates storage on a cluster of servers into a single virtual disk.
END'S main goals are to offer good performance during normal operation, and
efficiently handle changes in the cluster membership.

END achieves these goals using a two-layer design, in which storage "bricks,"
servers that consist of CPU, memory, and hard disks, hold two kinds of information.
The lower layer stores replicated immutable chunks of data, each indexed by a
unique key. The upper layer maps each block address to the key of its current data
chunk; each mapping is held on two bricks using primary-backup replication. This
separation allows END flexibility in where it stores chunks and thus efficiency: it
writes new chunks to bricks chosen for speed; it moves only address mappings (not
data) when bricks fail and recover, which results in fast recovery; it fully replicates
new writes during temporary brick failures; and it uses chunks on a recovered brick
without risk of staleness.

The END prototype's write throughput on a cluster of 16 PC-based bricks is
150 megabytes/s with 2x replication. END continues after a single brick failure,
re-incorporates a rebooting brick, and expands to include a new brick after a few
seconds of reduced performance during each change.

The results show that END's two-layer design maintains good performance, re-
sumes operation quickly after changes in the cluster, and maintains full replication
of new writes even during a brick failure.

Thesis Supervisor: Robert T. Morris
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A storage cluster is a collection of servers connected via a network; each server

stores a portion of the data. Storage clusters are attractive to many organiza-

tions [23]. A university research group, for instance, might want to use the spare

disk space on its cluster of compute servers to store simulation trace files and

large data files. Storage clusters that consist of non-dedicated servers also benefit

small to medium business organizations [37]. Consolidating data in one place (the

cluster) makes information convenient to access, secure, and back up. An ideal

cluster storage system would present a disk-like interface compatible with existing

file systems (perhaps via iSCSI), and offer the same performance as the underlying

disk hardware combined. Such a system would keep running despite the failure

of at least a single storage server, recover quickly after a rebooting server comes

back on-line, and automatically offer more space to file systems as more physical

storage is added.

Previous systems have brought us close to the ideal. Petal [19] distributes data

over a set of servers and allows transparent addition and deletion of servers to an

existing cluster. FAB [31] showed that quorum replication in a storage cluster can

perform competitively with primary-backup replication. Ceph/RADOS [35, 36]



demonstrates how decentralized and self-configurable cluster storage systems can

be made as fast as the underlying hardware and highly scalable.

These systems partition the block address space over the servers, so that each

server is responsible for storing or replicating the blocks at a particular set of

addresses. This scheme offers good performance given a fixed set of servers, be-

cause the system can read or write each data block by contacting just one server.

However, the scheme makes these cluster storage systems inflexible during change.

For instance, in order to maintain the server location mapping of the blocks, and

guarantee that block contents are up to date, a significant portion of the servers'

data content has to be moved when a new server is added, or when a reboot-

ing server comes back on-line. In a large storage cluster, these changes happen

frequently [7, 35, 36].

1.1 Designing Storage Clusters to Handle Change

A server in a storage cluster is composed of CPU, memory, and hard disks, and

is referred to as a "brick." Storage clusters that partition data over the bricks

by block address face tough challenges during a change to the system. They

must handle the three major changes: brick additions, brick failures, and brick

recoveries. The following section details how each previous system handles each

case.

1.1.1 How previous systems handle change

To add a new brick to the cluster, Petal [19] reconfigures its block address as-

signment to include the new brick and copies to it data according to the new

assignment. Because it can take hours for this process to complete, Petal divides

the address range into "old", "new", and "fenced". Addresses in the old or new



region should be served from the set of bricks according to the old or new assign-

ment, respectively. The fenced region is the part where data is being moved, and

for which any client requests may require additional messages to get to the right

brick. Petal stores each block on a primary and a backup brick. If either brick

fails, Petal serves read requests from the brick that is up. A client sends writes

first to the primary, and then to the backup if the primary is down. If the primary

is the first one to receive a write, it sets the block's busy bit before sending the

write both to its local store and the backup. Once the backup recovers, the busy

bit tells the primary which blocks to eventually send to the backup. If the primary

is down, the backup will receive the write request. Before writing the block to

disk, the backup must set the block's stale bit on disk, so that when the primary

recovers, the backup knows which blocks the primary is missing.

FAB [31] divides bricks into seggroups, partitions block addresses among them,

and uses a quorum protocol to perform reads and writes. Thus, only a majority of

bricks in a seggroup need to respond before a read or write operation is complete.

Each FAB brick keeps, in NVRAM, timestamps of blocks that have been updated

on its local disk until all bricks in the seggroup acknowledge the update of those

blocks. A new brick in FAB must copy every block in each seggroup to which

it belongs. During a single brick failure, FAB continues to serve requests since a

majority of bricks in each seggroup is still alive. However, the remaining bricks in

each seggroup with a failed brick cannot garbage collect the timestamps of block

updates. To discard the timestamps, either the dead brick must restart and collect

pending writes, or the remaining bricks must reconfigure to exclude the dead brick

from the seggroup. If the dead brick recovers before reconfiguration, it needs to

copy from each of its seggroup the recently updated blocks as indicated by the

timestamps. If it recovers after reconfiguration and the discarding of timestamps,

the recovered brick will have to copy every block in each seggroup to which it

belongs, which is the same amount of data a new brick would copy.



Ceph/RADOS [35, 36] stores data objects, as supposed to data blocks, and

allows clients to read/write byte extents of those objects. RADOS divides data

objects into placement groups and assigns these groups to participating bricks

according to the cluster map. Within a placement group, RADOS designates one

brick to be the primary; all writes start at this brick. The cluster map changes with

each addition, failure, and recovery. This prompts the primary of each placement

group to figure out how much data needs to be copied to each brick to bring them

up to date. The primary accomplishes this by consulting its local log of updates to

the placement group and comparing it to the most recent updates on each replica

brick.

Because of the assignment of blocks to bricks, these systems must make certain

trade-offs when a brick becomes unavailable.

1. They cannot maintain full replication of new writes when a brick is down

without copying large amounts of data due to reconfiguration. To maintain

the same level of replication of new writes, the system must re-partition

the block address assignment among the current bricks, and transfer data

according to the new assignment. This transfer of data can result in the

portion of the data being transferred becoming unavailable for a significant

period. As a result, these systems invoke reconfiguration only when they

are certain that the brick is permanently dead, which increases the risk of

data loss because the longer they wait, the more likely another brick failure

becomes.

2. They need to carefully keep track of updates in order to avoid transferring

huge amounts of data to a failed brick when it recovers. There is a danger

of running out of NVRAM (in FAB) or log space (in Petal and RADOS) to

store recent updates. Because of this concern, these systems cannot wait too

long before reconfiguring to exclude the dead brick.



3. Reconfiguration can result in unnecessary work. If a recovering brick joins

after records of recent updates to its blocks have been discarded, it will have

to copy over the entire portion of data for which it is responsible. A signifi-

cant portion of the data might already exist on the brick's disk, resulting in

unnecessary copying.

Furthermore, expansion of the system is expensive. Adding a new, empty brick

to an existing cluster (in Petal), seggroup (in FAB), or placement group (in Ceph)

involves copying portions of data to the new brick before it can serve any read/write

request of the corresponding data.

This thesis investigates a new design for cluster disks that eliminates all the

trade-offs outlined above.

1.2 END: The Expandable Network Disk

This thesis presents END (the Expandable Network Disk). Figure 1-1 shows END

appearing to a file system as a giant disk, and accessible through a standard block-

level I/O interface; as a result, END can store existing disk file systems (e.g. Linux's

EXT2 or BSD's FFS) without modification. END only commits physical storage as

blocks are written, so that its apparent address space can be much larger than the

amount of physical storage. Though typical disk file systems must be initialized

with a particular size, an administrator can create them on END with sizes large

enough to accommodate future expansion. Then, as storage needs increase, the

administrator can add new bricks and the file systems will automatically have

access to more storage. END provides consistent storage to each file system; if a

block read returns a value, subsequent reads will not return an older value of the

block.
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Figure 1-1: Overview of END: The data are partitioned among bricks. Many

clients can use different parts of the END virtual disk.

END uses a two-layer design, in which each storage brick holds two kinds of

information. The lower layer stores replicated immutable "chunks" of data, each

indexed by a unique key. The upper layer maps each block address to the key of its

current content; two bricks store each mapping with primary-backup replication.

The choices of brick to hold a block's address and its data chunk are independent;

if the same brick holds both, it is only by chance. This separation gives END the

flexibility to store each new chunk on whatever brick is convenient; the immutabil-

ity of chunks means that END can retrieve a chunk from any brick that has a

copy and be sure its content is correct. Throughout this thesis, the upper layer is

referred to as the address map, while the lower layer is called the chunk store.



1.2.1 Benefits of the two-layer design

END'S level of indirection helps the system reconfigure quickly during changes.

Because chunks are immutable, END can leave them where they are without wor-

rying about consistency. END only needs to move the address map according to

the new assignment. Because the address map is orders of magnitude smaller than

the chunk store, reconfiguration in END is quick.

This design thus eliminates the problems faced by previous systems when a

brick becomes unavailable:

1. END can maintain full replication of data written while a brick is unavailable

because it can store the new data chunks on any brick that is alive, and

because it can reconfigure quickly to redistribute the small address map and

continue to accept new updates.

2. END does not need to maintain a list of updates destined for a failed brick,

which simplifies the design and implementation.

3. Reconfiguration is fast. If a failed brick recovers and re-joins the system, the

brick only needs to copy over parts of the address map, but not any data

chunks. The data chunks on the brick's disks are immediately usable if they

are still indexed by END's address map.

4. The two-layer design allows adding a new brick to occur without copying of

any data chunks. END only needs to copy parts of the address map. The

new brick can gradually pick up load in the chunk store as clients write new

data.

1.2.2 Challenges posed by two-layer design

END'S two-layer design faces several main challenges:



1. The extra level of indirection means an additional data structure that each

read or write has to access, which could reduce performance.

2. Because it avoids the up-front cost of moving data chunks when a brick

becomes unavailable, END must make sure that the level of chunk replication

is maintained if a brick failure is deemed permanent.

3. Because each new chunk has a unique key, if a block is overwritten, its old

data chunk is forever unreferenced. END must have a mechanism to garbage

collect these chunks to free up disk space.

END solves the first challenge by laying out the chunk store and address map

such that all virtual disk writes result in sequential physical writes to disk, and by

batching writes to reduce the number of disk rotations per write. END divides each

batch of updates over multiple bricks such that the speed at which the network

delivers data to each brick matches the speed at which the brick can write data

to disk. To solve the remaining two challenges, END runs a distributed garbage

collection algorithm that copies referenced chunks with too few replicas and deletes

unreferenced chunks.

An evaluation of END on Linux PCs with inexpensive IDE disks shows that

END's performance for small synchronous updates is somewhat worse than a local

disk file system because it requires twice as many seeks (to its address map and its

chunk store) as an ordinary disk. END's bulk write throughput with 2x replication

is 36 megabytes/s with four bricks and 150 megabytes/s with 16 bricks. In an

END system that is half-full, a single brick addition, crash or recovery results in a

few seconds of reduced throughput due to system reconfiguration. In comparison,

adding a new brick to FAB [31] takes 25 minutes without any client traffic. The

results demonstrate that END's design provide good performance during normal

operation and is efficient during change.



1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are:

1. A two-layer design for cluster disks that decouples mutable address mappings

from an immutable chunk store. This design offers many benefits over con-

ventional designs that map a block address directly to its data. Specifically,

it allows:

* fast and efficient recovery from temporary failures

* flexible placement of data chunks

* quick addition of new bricks.

2. A technique that uses disks efficiently, resulting in good performance despite

the overhead imposed by the two-layer design: specifically, an on-disk data

layout for the chunk store that avoids disk seeks during a batch of writes,

enabling the write protocol to write new data chunks at the speed close to

that of the underlying disk.

3. A working implementation of END and an evaluation of the implementation

in a cluster of bricks. The prototype recovers from a brick addition, crash,

or rebooting in a few seconds during each change.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes END'S basic design and

how single reads and writes work, Chapter 3 describes how END efficiently handles

changes to the cluster of bricks, Chapter 4 details the techniques use to improve

bulk write performance, Chapter 5 sketches the prototype's implementation, Chap-



ter 6 presents an evaluation of the prototype, Chapter 7 compares END to related

work, finally, Chapter 8 concludes and lay out future work.



Chapter 2

END Basic Design

The motivation for END arose from the need in our own research group for a reli-

able storage system that consolidates the spare disk space in compute servers and

efficiently handles server down time that comes with using non-dedicated servers.

The types of data that we would like to store include big simulation traces and

video files.

For END to be useful for the purposes above, it should exhibit the following

properties. To be adopted by many users, END should work with existing disk file

systems. This means END should expose a block interface similar to normal disks

and provide data consistency. To efficiently use disk space, and ease administra-

tive burden, END should expand its capacity as more storage is added in a manner

that is transparent to file systems. When there are no failures, it should perform

well for large sequential reads and writes, to support the types of workload men-

tioned above. Finally, it should handle crashes and recovery of bricks efficiently to

compensate for END's intended use with non-dedicated servers.

The last two properties, good performance during normal operation and effi-

ciency with respect to change, often conflict and thus are the main challenges in

END's design.



To handle change efficiently, END must move a small amount of data during

cluster reconfiguration so that it can continue to serve reads and writes of all block

addresses. END accomplishes efficient reconfiguration with a two-layer design that

consists of an Address Map, which maps each block address to the key of its

current data chunk (Section 2.2.3), and a Chunk Store, which maps chunk keys

to immutable 8192-byte chunks of data (Section 2.2.2). When a brick crashes or

recovers, END redistributes only the address map, not the chunk store, resulting

in fast reconfiguration.

The rest of this chapter explains and justifies the basic design of END. This

chapter covers enough material for the reader to understand how END replicates

and serves data, and defers details on how END handle brick failures and optimize

performance to later chapters. It begins with a description of how to use END,

and the environment in which it is expected to operate.

2.1 Usage Scenario and Assumptions

Figure 2-1 shows the basic organization of END. An administrator runs the END

server software on a set of bricks. These bricks collectively present a single virtual

block address space of any desired size, for example 100 terabytes, regardless of the

amount of physical storage currently available. The administrator then runs an

END proxy on a client machine; the proxy causes a new pseudo-disk device to ap-

pear. The administrator formats a file system on the END pseudo-disk, specifying

the maximum size the file system will ever need to be. Finally the administrator

mounts the file system. Because END appears as an ordinary disk device, any stan-

dard disk file system implementation may be used. The client can make the file

system available to applications directly or via a network file system such as NFS.

END can support multiple independent clients; they should use different ranges of

END's block address space.
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END Brick

END Brick

Figure 2-1: A client's view of END: A disk file system, such as FreeBSD FFS
or Linux EXT3, sends block requests to a pseudo disk device, upon which it is
mounted. The pseudo disk driver passes block requests to the END proxy, which
translates them to END requests, and sends them to END bricks.

END makes a few assumptions about its environment. Its target users are small

to medium organizations with non-dedicated servers. It assumes proxies and bricks

trust each other and that they are on a LAN protected from attack. Finally, it

assumes permanent brick failures are rare.

The END proxy maintains only soft state; all the configuration information

and hard state of END are provided by the collection of bricks. Thus, if the client

hardware fails permanently, the administrator can replace it and mount the file

system stored in END from a new client machine.

2.2 END State

Each END brick stores two important pieces of state that correspond to the two

layers of the design, the Chunk Store and the Address Map. Each brick also



stores a View and a Bucket Map, which help maintain consistency. The latter

also allows END to spread the address map over the bricks, which helps improve

performance of bulk reads and writes. This section describes each state in the

order of increasing complexity.

2.2.1 View

The view state contains the list of bricks that are live and reachable among each

other. A view contains a view number and a list of IP addresses. Each brick

keeps a copy of the current view; the bricks agree on the view using the Paxos

distributed consensus protocol [17]. The view module on each brick monitors the

liveness of each other brick, and announcements of newly added bricks, to decide

when a new view is required. Each brick has a unique 8-bit "brick ID" as well as

an IP address. This size of the brick ID limits the number of bricks to 256, which

should be adequate for a small to medium cluster. If the system administrator

anticipates the cluster to grow larger, he can allocate more bits to the brick ID

during the initial setup of END.

2.2.2 Chunk Store

The chunk store holds 8192 bytes of data corresponding to each chunk key. The

details of chunk keys are an important part of the design because they provide

END with its flexibility. Chunk keys have the following properties:

* A given chunk key always maps to the same chunk contents (chunks are

immutable).

* In failure-free operation a client proxy can look at a key and guess correctly

which brick stores the chunk. Under more adverse conditions the chunk with
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Figure 2-2: Details of a 64-bit chunk key. The first byte contains the ID hint
of the brick to which the writing proxy first sent the chunk. That brick assigns
the remaining bits sequentially, as chunks are created.

a given key can be stored on any brick and found by client proxies after a

search. In the common case, even with failures, a proxy needs to look up

only one brick to find the key.

* Chunk keys are small (8 bytes) to help indices that contain them fit in mem-

ory; this is particularly important for workloads which use chunks in random

order.

* Chunk keys can be freely chosen (modulo uniqueness) to allow flexible control

over what bricks store a newly written chunk, and to allow flexible placement

of the chunk and its meta-data on a brick's disk.

Figure 2-2 illustrates a chunk key, which is an 8-byte number. The high bits

contain the "ID hint," the ID of the brick to which the writing proxy first sent the

chunk (the ID hint is 8 bits in the prototype); a chunk key's ID hint indicates a good

brick for later readers to ask for the block. That brick assigns the remaining chunk

key bits. This arrangement lets the proxy decide which brick should store a newly

written chunk, and lets the brick ensure that the new key is located in an efficient

place in its index: the brick assigns keys sequentially so that sequentially created

chunks have locality in the brick's B-tree index of keys (Section 4.1). Replicas of

a chunk are initially stored on the bricks whose IDs follow that first brick, where

reading proxies can easily find them. This assignment of chunk keys to bricks is

similar to consistent hashing [15].



2.2.3 Address Map

The address map contains the current chunk key of the data for each block address.

Each address is block-aligned with a block size of 8192 bytes. The address map is

partitioned among the bricks into buckets according to the bucket map (see below).

A "bucket" is a data structure that contains a portion of the address map. It is

the unit of replication for address mappings. There are two copies of each bucket

of the address map, on a primary brick and a backup brick. The primary serves

all operations (lookups and updates), sending each update to the backup. The

address map is sparse: blocks that have never been written have no mapping.

Each END brick uses the current view number to prevent delayed write RPCs

from previous views from updating the current view's address map. Each END

brick also keeps old buckets until they have been successfully copied in the next

view by both the primary and backup.

2.2.4 Bucket Map

The bucket map partitions the block address space into buckets, and assigns each

bucket to a primary and a backup brick which serve the address mappings for that

bucket. The bucket map partitions the addresses according to their middle bits: all

addresses with a particular value in their middle bits are in the same bucket. END

uses the middle bits so that ranges of successive addresses are grouped together

in one bucket, which helps throughput with single clients, and successive ranges

are striped across buckets, which helps throughput when concurrent clients use

different parts of the virtual disk.

There should be about an order of magnitude more buckets than bricks to

allow the assignments to be balanced as bricks come and go, as in Porcupine's user

map [30]. Every brick has a copy of the bucket map. There is a new bucket map
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Figure 2-3: Block Address Translation. Given a block address, (1) the middle
bits identify which bucket contains the address mapping. (2) The Bucket Map tells
which brick is the primary for that bucket in a given view. (3) The upper 51 bits
are used to look up the chunk key for this address from the corresponding bucket
at the primary brick. (4) The high bits of the chunk key provide a hint of the brick
at which the chunk is stored. (5) Finally, that brick uses the whole chunk key to
locate the chunk on its disk.
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associated with each new view. Each view's bucket map is derived from that of the

previous view, with changes in response to bricks joining and leaving. Each new

bucket assignment spreads the number of buckets roughly equally among bricks

while minimizing the movement of buckets.

Figure 2-3 illustrates the translation of a block's address to its data.

The END proxy caches a copy of the view and the bucket map. These two

tables are enough for the proxy to send address and chunk RPCs to the correct

brick in most cases. If the proxy's information is out of date, any brick it talks to

will reply with an error telling it to fetch new information.

2.3 Read Protocol

Figure 2-4 illustrates events that occur when a file system issues a block read

request to the local END proxy. The proxy looks in its cached bucket map to find

the primary brick that holds the bucket containing the block's address. The proxy

asks that brick to look up the address in its address map. If there is no entry, the

proxy returns a block full of zeroes, approximating the behavior of the first read

of a block on an ordinary disk. Otherwise, the address map entry indicates the

key of the block's current contents. The proxy uses its cached list of bricks in the

view to find the chunk key's successor brick, and asks that brick for a copy of the

chunk. If that brick doesn't have the chunk, the proxy tries the following bricks in

ID order.

Even if the brick that originally stored the chunk is not available, the proxy

will usually be able to retrieve the chunk with one RPC once it knows the chunk's

key: this is because the chunk's replicas are stored at bricks with successive IDs.

A proxy might have to issue multiple chunk retrieval RPCs if the original brick

has died, and new bricks with IDs just after the original brick have joined. To
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reduce the number of retries a proxy has to issue, a system administrator can run

the replica maintenance process (Section 3.4), which copies chunks to bricks with

successive IDs.

2.4 Write Protocol

A single write to END involves updates of the replicated address map on two bricks,

and insertion of replicas of the chunk data at two more bricks. In Figure 2-5, when

an END proxy receives a block write request with a block address and data chunk,

it first updates the chunk store by sending the chunk to an arbitrary brick. The

proxy updates the chunk store first because the data chunk must be written to

disk before an address map entry can point to it, to prevent dangling references.

In Figure 2-5, the proxy sends the chunk to brick A, which assigns the chunk

key by picking a key that results in the most efficient update of its internal data

structures, see Chapter 4. To replicate the data chunk, brick A sends the chunk,

along with the newly assigned chunk key, to the brick whose ID follows A (brick B,

in this case). This scheme helps reduce the bandwidth usage at the proxy, allowing

it to send more data chunks to bricks during bulk writes.

A proxy sends the chunk to a brick in two phases: append and flush. The two

phases help improve bulk write performance and are explained in Chapter 4.

After the data chunks are written to disk, the proxy updates the address map

state by calculating the bucket number to which the block address belongs, and

looking up the primary brick for that bucket from the Bucket Map. The proxy

then updates the address map state using primary-backup replication. The process

of updating the address map also has two phases, similar to those used to update

the chunk store.
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Chapter 3

Handling Change

There are three main goals for END'S handling of brick failures. The first is to

ensure that there are always two copies of every bucket (i.e., every part of the

address map), and that those two copies are identical. END can afford to be less

careful with the chunk data because, being immutable, a chunk cannot suffer from

inconsistency. The second goal is for END to resume operation quickly after a brick

failure. END must transfer just enough data to satisfy the first goal, and still be

able respond to client requests without a long delay. The final goal is for END to

reuse data that is still valid on a brick that has recovered from a crash.

3.1 Brick Reconfiguration

END bricks participate in a reconfiguration process whenever there is a brick addi-

tion, a crash, or a recovery in the cluster. The reconfiguration process makes sure

that all the live bricks agree on the current view of the system, and that the ad-

dress map buckets are replicated at the right primary and backup bricks. There are

four END modules that interact during reconfiguration: Heartbeat, View, Bucket

Map and Address Map. The Heartbeat module on each brick periodically sends
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heartbeat messages to all bricks and maintains a list of all responding bricks. If

the View module on any brick sees that the list of responding bricks is different

than the current view, it initiates a Paxos instance [17] among the bricks in the

current view to make sure that the responding bricks agree on a new view.

After a view change, the Bucket Map module computes a new bucket map.

The new bucket map contains a primary and a backup brick for each set of block

addresses, chosen from the bricks in the new view. If a bucket's primary and

backup from the old view are in the new view, they are chosen as the bucket's new

primary and backup. If only the old primary is in the new view, a new backup brick

is chosen. If only the old backup is in the new view, it is made the primary, and a

new backup is chosen. In both cases, the brick with the fewest bucket assignments

is chosen. Nevertheless, there is an exception to the previous rules; an old primary

or backup might not become primary or backup in the new view if it is assigned

more than the average number of buckets per brick. In this case, END picks the

next brick that has fewer that average number of buckets assigned. If neither the

old primary nor the old backup is in the new view, the bucket cannot be used

unless one or both come back to life with disk contents intact.

The Address Map module must copy address mappings in response to changes

in primary/backup assignments in the bucket map. If a brick sees that it is the

new primary for a bucket, it tries to get a copy of the bucket from the primary

from the previous view (which it is very likely to be itself); if the old primary is

not in the current view, it gets the bucket from the old backup. A brick does not

start serving address map get RPCs until it has a copy of the relevant bucket. If

a brick is no longer responsible for a bucket, it must save a copy until both the

primary and backup in the new view have a copy. After this condition is met, a

brick can discard its old buckets, and respond to any request for them with a hint

to fetch a new bucket map.



When a new brick joins END, it initiates a view change to a new view that

includes it. The new view's bucket map will assign some buckets to the new brick

to balance the load. If the new brick was previously part of END and its chunk

database is intact, the chunks that it holds will be immediately usable if address

map entries still refer to them.

If a new address map append RPC arrives at a brick while it is still fetching

the corresponding bucket, the brick buffers the address map in-memory, instead

of inserting it into the bucket, and returns to the proxy as in a normal append.

Once a bucket fetch is complete, the brick goes through the append buffer and

inserts any relevant address map entries to the bucket. If an address map flush

RPC arrives and there are still pending address mappings in the buffer, the brick

writes the buffer to disk. Section 5.2 describes how END uses that buffer should a

brick crash and recover.

If an address map get RPC arrives and the corresponding bucket is still being

fetched, the brick delays the reply until it completes the fetch.

Figure 3-1 illustrates the reconfiguration process. At t=1, Brick 4 becomes

unavailable. END reconfigures as a result, making extra copies of Brick 4's address

mappings, but not its data chunks. At t=2, new writes are fully replicated on the

reconfigured system. At t=3, Brick 4 comes back online, and is re-incorporated.

END moves some address map buckets to Brick 4, whose existing data chunks are

immediately usable.

3.2 Proxy Behavior during Reconfiguration

When the proxy receives a timeout on one of its requests to a brick, or when a

brick indicates in an RPC reply that it is undergoing view change, the proxy has

to restart any failed operations. It does so by re-fetching the bucket map from a



random brick and restarting failed operations.

3.3 Consistency

END provides consistent storage to each proxy: if a block read returns a value

to the proxy, subsequent reads of that block will not return older values. END

provides consistency for each block by maintaining two invariants:

Invariant I Once the address map has returned a chunk key k for a get RPC of

address a, future get RPCs of a will either yield k, or a newer chunk key, or

that the entry is not found.

Invariant II Once the chunk store has responded to an append RPC of a chunk

c with a chunk key k, future get RPCs of k will always yield chunk c, or

that the chunk is not found.

Invariant II holds because there is only one data chunk associated with each

chunk key. This is true because when a brick receives a new data chunk, the

brick assigns the chunk a unique chunk key. Below is an explanation of how END

maintains Invariant I:

1. The Paxos protocol ensures that there is only one view with view number v,

because a majority of bricks in view v - 1 has to agree on view v.

2. Within a view v, there is at most one primary and one backup for each

address map bucket.

3. At the beginning of a view v, the primary p for an address map bucket A,

copies A's content from view v - 1. There are two cases:

(a) If the primary for bucket A is the same in both views v and v - 1, then

it uses the same bucket A.



(b) Otherwise, the primary p checks to see if the primary p' from view v - 1

is in view v. If so, p copies bucket A from p'; otherwise, p copies bucket

A from A's backup b' in view v - 1. If neither p' nor b' are in view v,

the address map bucket A cannot be used.

4. At the beginning of a view v, before responding to any get RPC, a primary

makes sure that the content of its and the backup's address map buckets are

identical. There are two cases:

(a) If the primary and backup bricks are the same as in view v - 1, the pri-

mary sends all unacknowledged address mapping updates to the backup.

(b) If the backup is different than the one in view v - 1, the primary waits

until it has finished sending the address map bucket to the backup.

5. During the lifetime of a view, the primary keeps a list of address mappings

that have not been flushed to disk at both the primary and backup. The

primary delays processing a get of an address in a pending update until

both the primary and backup have flushed that update to disk.

Conditions 1. through 5. ensure that there is one view with number v, that

at the beginning of each view, there are two identical copies of an address map

bucket, and that the primary answers a get RPC only when both copies of the cor-

responding address mapping are identical. These guarantees ensure that Invariant

1 holds.

Invariants 1 and 2 together imply that once a proxy has read a block value,

subsequent reads will never return older values.



3.4 Replica Maintenance and Garbage Collec-

tion

Periodically, END must check that every chunk has enough replicas, and free the

storage consumed by chunks to which no address map entry refers. END integrates

these two tasks because both need to know which chunks are still referenced and

how many copies exist.

Each brick is responsible for garbage collecting and checking the replication of

chunks of which it is the successor, and thus must learn of chunks in that range

of which it has no copy, and of references from address mappings to chunks in

that range. To accomplish this, each brick consults its indices to form a list of the

chunk keys it stores and a list of the chunk keys mentioned in its portion of the

address map. It sends, to each other brick, the keys from these lists for which the

other brick is the successor.

Now each brick knows, for every chunk key for which it is the successor, which

bricks have a copy of that chunk, and whether any address map entry refers to

the chunk. It sorts these lists and compares them, forming a list of chunk replicas

that can be deleted because there are too many replicas (or the chunk key is not

referenced), and a list of chunk keys that have too few copies. The brick splits

these lists according to the brick that should take action, and sends the sublists to

those bricks.

If a brick needs to store a replica of a chunk, it finds a copy and fetches it.

Chunk deletion is more involved, and is similar to LFS's segment cleaning [28]. A

brick merges all the delete lists it receives. Recall that a brick stores chunks in

multiple log files. It calculates the fraction of space that should be deleted in each

log file, and ignores delete requests for log files that are more than half live. For

each log file that is less than half live, the brick copies just the live chunks to a



new log file. It then updates the chunk index to reflect the live chunks' new offsets

in the new log file, and finally deletes the old log file. The brick records the fact

that it is cleaning the log file on disk so that, if a crash and reboot should occur,

the recovering brick will know to fix its chunk index by re-scanning the log file.

The replica maintenance and garbage collection scheme is invoked manually,

and involves all bricks in the cluster.



Chapter 4

Write Optimization

Because of the two-layer design, normal writes to END have to update two different

data structures, and thus have the potential to be slow. END speeds up writes

by laying out the chunk map in a log structure on disk (Section 4.1), batching

and delaying writes (Section 4.2), and striping batches of chunk and address map

updates among bricks (Sections 2.2.4 and 4.2.1).

4.1 Brick On-Disk Representation

File systems designed for disks expect that when the hard drive reports that a

write has finished, the written data is stable on the hard drive and will survive a

power failure. END must provide the same semantics in order to allow correct crash

recovery of the file systems it stores. For short random synchronous writes this

means that END risks having twice the delay of a conventional disk file system,

since END might have to wait for a random I/O to the chunk store and then

another to the address map for each write. However, if the file system sends writes

in bulk, it does not care which order these writes become durable, and is usually

expecting high throughput from the disk. For these reasons, it is important for



END to perform well with bulk write workloads.

The rest of this section describes how END lays out the chunk store and address

map on disk to avoid disk seeks during each write, and perform close to the speed

of the underlying disk during sequential bulk writes.

An END brick stores chunks in a log-structured database inspired by Venti [25].

The log structure lets the brick store writes that it receives sequentially in time at

locations that are sequential on disk to avoid seeking. Since data that are written

sequentially are often read sequentially, the log structure enables fast reads as well.

In Figure 4-1, a chunk store consists of several append-only log files and an index

file. Each log contains up to a million entries. END maintains multiple log files to

reduce the cost of cleaning during garbage collection (Section 3.4). The logs are

the permanent home of all chunks. The index contains, for each chunk key, which

log contains the chunk data and its offset within the log. Each log entry contains a

chunk key and an 8192-byte chunk. The index database can be regenerated from

the log files, which is why the logs contain keys as well as values. Because the

chunk index can be brought up to date from the logs, a brick need not update it

on the disk for every write; it can write a snapshot of the index to disk periodically.

An END brick stores address map entries in a Berkeley DB4 database [33], be-

cause each entry is small enough that a working set of address maps fits in memory.

Each brick stores each of its address map buckets in a separate database to help

speed up the transfer of buckets during reconfiguration (Section 3.1). Berkeley DB4

includes logs to implement transactions and recovery. END wraps a transaction

around as many address map inserts as possible before committing, and flushes

only the DB4 log to disk after the commit. As a result, it can defer updates to

DB4's B-tree file on disk.

Because of the on-disk data layout of the chunk store and address map, a

sequence of file system writes (whether to random or sequential block addresses)
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only needs to involve disk writes to append to the logs. In principle these appends

need not involve seeks. The next section explains how END minimizes rotations,

in addition to seeks, for multi-block writes.

Stepping back, END has many levels of indirection: the bucket map, the address

map, the chunk store index, the chunk store logs, and the file system on the

brick's disk that maps these files to the physical disk storage. A mapping affects

performance if it either require synchronous disk writes to update, or is too big to

have a high cache hit rate under a random workload. The design outlined above

results in only the address map DB4 log and chunk store log requiring synchronous

update (though both can use group commit), and all but the chunk store log are

likely to fit in memory for caching.

4.2 Write Protocol

This section describes the algorithm END uses to ensure that large sequential writes

have high throughput, an area of particular concern as explained in the previous

section.

During a large sequential workload, the file system sends many concurrent

writes to the END proxy, giving END the opportunity to manage the batch as a

whole for efficiency. In order to allow bricks to append multiple entries to their

logs per rotation, the proxy/brick protocol has separate RPCs to send data to be

appended to a brick's in-memory log buffer and to flush the log buffer to disk.

A brick replies to an append RPC immediately, but waits for the disk flush to

complete before replying to a flush RPC. This behavior applies to both the chunk

store and the address map. Hence, there are four phases in END'S write protocol.

The rest of this section describes how END divides up data chunks among bricks,

and follows with an explanation of each write phase.



4.2.1 Placement of Data Chunks

Once the END proxy receives a batch of writes, it has the opportunity to choose

where to store the chunks of a batch to maximize performance. One consideration

is that the fewer disks a batch is spread across, the fewer disk seeks and rotations

are required, which increases total capacity if there are many active file systems

sharing the END cluster. On the other hand, the single-disk maximum throughput

is about a quarter of the rate a single proxy can send data over the network (26

megabytes/s vs 117 megabytes/s in our setup). In order to both maximize single-

proxy performance and maintain high total capacity for multiple proxies, a proxy

spreads each batch of writes across four bricks. END partitions the bricks into

groups of four, and a proxy chooses a random group for each batch; this increases

the chances that multiple proxies will use different groups at different times and

thus obtains good parallelism from the bricks. The level of indirection provided by

the chunk keys allows END the required flexibility in where to place the chunks.

4.2.2 Write Phases

The following paragraphs explain each of the four phases in END'S write protocol.

The figures that accompany each phase shows details on one of the bricks involved

in the write. A more complete diagram involving all bricks is presented at the end

of this section.

Phase I: Sending Data Chunks In Figure 4-2, when the file system sends a

write to the proxy, the proxy sends the data chunk in an append RPC to

a brick A, chosen randomly from the current group it is using. Brick A

assigns the chunk's key, including its own ID as the hint ID, and increments

low bits by one higher than the previous key that it has assigned. After

appending the chunk and its key to A's in-memory log buffer, and updating
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its in-memory chunk index, A includes the key in its reply to the proxy, and

sends a copy of both the key and chunk to the brick's successor brick. This

scheme spreads the network load of sending the second copy of each chunk

over multiple bricks, avoiding a bottleneck at the proxy.

If the application is performing large sequential writes, the proxy will typi-

cally get many writes in a row from the file system, and will thus send many

chunks before proceeding to Phase II.

The proxy picks a new group of four bricks each time it is idle (has no

outstanding RPCs), or after it finished sending a threshold number of chunks

to a group (1,024 chunks, in the prototype).

Phase II: Flushing Data Chunks Once the proxy has no outstanding data ap-

pend RPCs to a particular brick because the brick has replied to all Phase I

RPCs, sends the brick a data flush RPC. Figure 4-3 shows the steps to write

data chunks to disk. The brick writes its in-memory chunk log buffer to disk,

waits until the data is on the disk, and replies to the RPC. The proxy does

not explicitly cause the second copy of each chunk to be written to disk;

these writes occur as a side-effect of first-copy flushes, and the bricks' peri-

odic flushing of their chunk log buffers. END assumes that the latter flushing

happens often enough such that the period where there is only one persistent

copy of a chunk is small.

Phase III: Sending Address Mappings When a brick has responded indicat-

ing that it has flushed the data chunks to disk, the proxy sends append RPCs

for the block addresses of the chunks the brick has flushed. The destinations

of these RPCs may include multiple bricks depending on the block address

range. If the number of RPCs is fewer than the system's default batch size

(1,024 in our prototype), and the addresses are consecutive, then there is

usually just one destination brick. END enforces the batch size by using a
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Figure 4-3: END Write Phase II: Flushing Data Chunks Once the proxy

receives acknowledgments for all data chunks that it sent to Brick 1, it tells it to

flush the chunks to disk. Upon receiving the RPC, Brick 1 sends a flush RPC to

its replica, writes the content of its chunk log buffer to disk (in black), and replies

to the proxy.
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Figure 4-4: END Write Phase III: Sending Address Mappings The proxy

knows that at least one copy of each data chunk in the batch is persistent on disk,
so it asks the primary (Brick 1, in this case) to update the mapping between the

address and the chunk keys. The diagram shows Brick 1 updating its in-memory

address index database (shaded in black), and then sending an RPC to the backup

brick to update its address map. Once Brick 1 receives a successful reply from the

backup, it replies to the proxy.
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certain number of bits in the middle of a block address to determine to which

bucket an address belongs (10 bits, in this case). Figure 4-4 shows that the

proxy sends append map RPCs only to the primary of the relevant buckets.

For each append map RPC, the target primary starts a DB4 transaction (if

there is none on-going), inserts the address mappings to its bucket database,

and sends an RPC to the relevant backup. The backup inserts to its database

and replies to the primary, which replies to the proxy.

To avoid inconsistency from reordered or lost address map append RPCs

from the primary to the backup, the primary keeps a list of mappings that

have not been flushed to disk at both the primary and backup. The primary

delays processing a read request for an address in a pending update until

both the primary and backup have flushed that update to disk. This policy

prevents the primary from replying to a read request for a block whose latest

write has not been acknowledged by the backup, and which might be lost.

Phase IV: Flushing Address Mappings In Figure 4-5, once the proxy has no

outstanding append map RPCs to a particular brick, it sends it an address

flush RPC. The target brick may have uncommitted address map inserts that

lie in more than one bucket. The brick sends an address flush RPC to the

secondary for each such bucket (usually just one); each secondary commits

any on-going transaction and flushes the DB4 log to disk, waits for the flush

to finish, and replies to the primary. The primary commits its transactions,

flushes the log to disk, waits for the secondaries, and replies to the proxy.

At that point the proxy responds to the file system that the corresponding

writes have completed.

Figures 4-6 and 4-7 present a higher level view of END'S write protocol. It

includes all the bricks involved in a batch of writes.
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Figure 4-5: END Write Phase IV: Flushing Address Mappings The proxy

tells Brick 1 to write the changes to its address map to disk. Brick 1 sends an

RPC to a backup brick to flush its address map changes to disk, and tells its

local address DB4 to flush its log file to disk (in black). Once Brick 1 receives a

successful reply from the backup, it can reply successfully to the proxy.
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Figure 4-6: END Write Phases I and II: (1) When the proxy receives a batch
of writes from the file system, it picks a group of bricks (four bricks per group, in
this case), and (2) sends an equal number of data chunks to each brick.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of END in C++. The END brick software runs

on Linux, while the END proxy software runs on FreeBSD or Linux. END uses

the libasync [22] tool-kit for event-driven programming, and Berkeley DB4 [33] to

store the address map entries and the indexes into END'S chunk logs. END sends

chunks and address map buckets via TCP, and other traffic via RPC over UDP.

END proxy receives file system block requests via the FreeBSD GEOM Gate [6]

network block device.

5.1 Write Optimization

The brick software uses the following techniques to avoid seeks during writes:

* At system initialization time END pre-writes each chunk log file with zeroes

to force the file system to pre-allocate of blocks; this allows the brick to later

write a chunk to the log file without incurring a seek to add a new block

pointer to the file's i-node.

* If a brick has more than one disk, END places the chunk and address databases



on separate disks to avoid having to seek between files.

* Each brick flushes its in-memory chunk log to disk in the background while

it is processing the writes in a batch, so that when a flush RPC arrives much

of the disk I/O may already be complete.

* END directs DB4 to not write DB4's B-tree and internal log to disk after

each update; instead, END has DB4 write only periodically for chunks and

after receiving flush RPCs for addresses. During crash recovery the chunk

DB4 index may be missing recent chunk log records, so the brick scans the

tail of the chunk log to bring the index file up to date.

5.2 Brick Crash Recovery

When a brick re-starts, it must repair its chunk indices. It first asks DB4 to repair

its B-trees by replaying any DB4 logs that might be on disk. Since END writes

the chunk index DB4 log to disk infrequently, the DB4 indices may be missing

the chunks at the end of END's log files. For this reason, the brick then scans its

most recent log file from the last recorded point at which it flushed the DB4 log

(written to a file on disk after each DB4 log flush), and inserts those chunk indices

into the DB4 index. The brick then invokes DB4's recovery for its address map

index. Once this process completes, END reads the buffer address mappings on

disk (Section 3.1), and inserts them to the appropriate database.

The brick then invokes the View Module to join the current configuration. The

View Module initiates a Paxos instance, which will form a view if that is possible

under Paxos' majority rules. The brick then fetches copies of the address buckets

assigned to it as described in Section 3.1.



5.3 Reconfiguration Implementation

END makes sure reconfiguration is efficient by using the following techniques:

* END's Paxos implementation lets the brick with the lowest ID initiate the

next round of Paxos to lower the chance of competing proposals. Since the

heartbeat module sends a ping to every brick in the system every second, it

is very likely that every brick has the same knowledge of live bricks within

a few seconds. Competing Paxos proposals can result in long delays before

the bricks reach an agreement on the next view, thereby increasing reconfig-

uration time.

* END transfers address map buckets between bricks during reconfiguration by

sending the underlying raw DB4 file, rather than reading/writing each entry

via DB4.

5.4 Proxy Implementation

The proxy receives block I/O requests from the FreeBSD GEOM Gate pseudo

disk device, upon which FreeBSD's FFS file system is mounted. END creates two

processes to manage this communication. The first process receives block requests

from the file system via the pseudo disk device, and sends these requests via a

UNIX pipe to the second process which converts the file system block requests

into END messages. The second process converts responses from END and sends

them to the file system via the pseudo disk drive.





Chapter 6

Evaluation

This chapter explores END's basic performance, its throughput scaling as the num-

ber of bricks increases, and its ability to incorporate new bricks and handle tem-

porary brick failures efficiently. In addition, the chapter presents the cost of main-

taining the desired level of chunk replication and of garbage collecting unreferenced

data chunks.

6.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup consists of 16 bricks and 11 proxy machines. Each machine

has a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 CPU, 1GB of memory, two 160-gigabyte SATA disks

(7200 rpm, 8 milliseconds average seek time), and a Gigabit Ethernet interface.

We turn off IDE write caching so that data is durably on the disk when fsync ()

returns. Each brick uses one disk to store its address map DB4 files, the other

to store its chunk logs and index files. The bricks run Linux 2.6.16 with libata

SATA support, which helps improve write throughput when write caching is off.

Each disk has a measured average sequential write throughput of 26 megabytes/s

through the EXT2 file system. All machines are connected to the same Gigabit



Ethernet switch.

The four proxies for the file system experiments in Section 6.2 run on FreeBSD

5.4 so they can use the GEOM Gate pseudo-disk. For the rest of the experiments,

the proxies run on a set of seven Linux 2.6.16 clients. The seven clients do not

use a file system or pseudo-disk on top of END; instead, they directly generate

disk operations for the proxy to perform. We use this arrangement because the

FreeBSD/FFS/GEOM configuration does not generate enough work to explore the

limits of END's performance.

6.2 File System Performance

This section compares the performance of a file system stored on END to that of

a local disk file system. In each of the file system experiments, END runs on four

bricks, and there are four client proxy machines. One proxy is used in Section 6.2.1,

while up to four proxies are used in Section 6.2.2. The local disk measurements are

taken on a machine with the same hardware as the bricks, but running FreeBSD

and the FFS file system. Both the local disk and the END disk have a BSD FFS

file system mounted on them. Soft updates are off in Section 6.2.1 and on in

Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Latency of File System Operations

This section evaluates the latency of small file operations. To measure write la-

tency, we ran a benchmark that issues 1,000 write requests of 8192 random bytes

at random offsets in a 10 Gigabyte file. The benchmark issues one request at a

time, calling f sync() after each one, and reports the average. To measure read

latency, the benchmark issues read requests at random offsets one at a time and

reports the average latency over 1,000 reads. Every read and write offset is 8192-



byte-aligned. The benchmark measures file create latency by creating 1,000 files

in a single directory and taking the average. We disabled FFS's soft updates so

that creates would map predictably to synchronous disk writes.

Table 6.1: Latency of Individual FS Operations.

Table 6.1 shows the average latency of each operation. For each application-

level write, FFS issues two block writes: one to write the file content, the other

to update the file's inode. Two disk writes to the local disk take a total of two

seeks and two half-rotations on average, for a total of 24 milliseconds, close to

the measured 25 milliseconds. END requires two disk rotations to do each of the

two writes (two parallel appends to the chunk log and two synchronous appends

to the address database), or three disk rotations in total. This should take 24

milliseconds, which is close to the measured 30 milliseconds.

For each read, the local disk waits for one disk seek plus half a rotation to read

the requested block, which should take 12 milliseconds on average. The measured

8 millisecond result is lower than predicted because parts of the file also fit in the

file system's buffer cache, and because the file blocks are laid out consecutively on

disk thus taking less time on average to seek among them. For each read, END

looks up the block's address map on one brick and then reads the block content

on perhaps another brick. The first operation does not access the disk because the

address map fits in memory. The second operation causes a read to disk, which

takes 1 seek and half a rotation on average. At 8 milliseconds per seek or rotation,

it should take END 12 milliseconds on average to read a block. The measured 11

milliseconds is close to the predicted time.



For each create, FFS issues two block writes: one to write the new file's inode,

the other to update the directory content. The local disk FFS issues 2 disk writes

per create, which should make a create take as long as a write (24 milliseconds).

The actual result is lower than expected because the file inodes and the directory

inode are close to each other since all the files are created in the same directory.

Each FFS create results in END issuing four sequential disk writes (as explained

above in the case of writes), resulting in an estimated 32 milliseconds which is close

to the measured 34 milliseconds.

6.2.2 File System Throughput of Large Writes

This section compares END'S write throughput to that of a local disk file system.

The benchmark sequentially writes a 10-Gigabyte file, calls f sync(), unmounts

the file system, and calculates the throughput. We enabled FFS's soft updates so

that the file system can optimize its block requests.

Experimental Setup Throughput

(megabytes/s)
Local disk+FFS 6.5
END+1 FFS client 6.8
END+2 FFS clients 11.9
END+4 FFS clients 18.8

Table 6.2: Sequential Write Throughput

Table 6.2 shows the throughput of storing a large file on END compared with a

local disk. END consists of four bricks in this experiment. The local disk through-

put with FreeBSD FFS is low because the FreeBSD IDE driver issues one 64-

kilobyte write at a time, and is thus limited to a throughput of 64 kilobytes per

rotation. END'S limited throughput is the result of FFS sending batches of only

70 blocks, which is too small to hide the per-batch costs of flushing chunks and

address map entries (the next section details these costs). With increasing of FFS



clients, END'S throughput increases because the clients together send more blocks

per batch, thus aggregating the cost to process a batch over more data.

6.3 Single-Client Large Writes

In order to evaluate the limit of END's write throughput with a single client, this

section presents the performance of bulk writes sent directly from a load generator

to the proxy. The generator sends 10,000 successive batches of 1,024 block writes,

each write to a unique block address. We ran the generator on a Linux proxy

talking to a 16-brick END cluster. In this experiment, we measured an average

write throughput of 31.5 megabytes/s.

Phase Time Predicted Time
(milliseconds) (milliseconds)

1. appending chunks 121 94
2. flushing chunks 23 20
3. appending addresses 73 78
4. flushing addresses 49 > 24

Table 6.3: Bulk write performance breakdown for a batch of 1,024 8192-byte writes
on an END system of 16 bricks and 1 proxy.

Table 6.3 shows the average measured time for each phase of a write batch

along with the time a simple model would predict. The time for the first phase is

the time the proxy takes to send 8.4 megabytes of data to the four bricks in the

current group and the time each brick takes to send 2.1 megabytes to its successor

and receive, on average, 0.5 megabytes from its predecessor. Because there are

four groups of four bricks in the cluster, there is a one in four chance that a

given brick will be in the same group as its predecessor. Thus, on average in a

given batch, a brick will receive 0.5 megabytes from its predecessor. The predicted

time to send 8.4 megabytes over the proxy's gigabit link and to send/receive 2.6

megabytes over each brick's gigabit link is 94 milliseconds, somewhat lower than



the measured time. The result is that each brick of the four-brick group receives

2.6 megabytes of chunk replicas.

The second phase time is dominated by the flush to disk of an average of

524 kilobytes of data from each disk's chunk log. This is less than 2.6 megabytes

because each brick was able to flush about 2.1 megabytes in the background during

the first phase. The predicted time to write 524 kilobytes of data to disk at 26

megabytes/s is 20 milliseconds, which is a little lower than the measured time.

The time for the third phase is dominated by the time to insert the address

maps into DB4. END performs all the address map inserts for a batch as part of a

single DB4 transaction and takes 38 microseconds on average per entry. A batch of

addresses usually goes to one primary brick. Since each batch of addresses contains

1,024 entries, the predicted time to append the addresses is 39 milliseconds each at

the primary and backup brick for a total of 78 milliseconds. The time to append

do not overlap because the primary inserts each entry into its DB4 before assigning

that entry a corresponding backup. The primary does not know in advance if all

the address map entries in the current batch belong to same bucket and thus have

to sort them before sending each group of addresses to the corresponding backup.

Finally, the primary and backup bricks commit the address map DB4 transac-

tions and flush the DB4 logs to disk, which takes at least 24 milliseconds per each

DB4 log (disk seek + rotational latency to update the log file, and to update the

log file's inode). The measured time is higher because the backup is often busy

completing other phases that it does not immediately respond to the RPCs.

The average total measured time per batch is 266 milliseconds to process 8.4

megabytes of data, yielding a write throughput of 31.5 megabytes/s.
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Figure 6-1: Write throughput with 7 proxies and different numbers of bricks. Each
point is the average of 5 trials. The error bars indicate the minimum and maximum
throughput among the trials.

6.4 Scalability with Bricks

Figure 6-1 shows how write throughput increases with the number of bricks. The

experiments involve load from seven proxy machines each running 10 instances

of the synthetic load generator (70 instances total). Multiple proxy machines

increases the aggregate link capacity from the clients to the bricks, allowing clients

to send data at 117 x 7 = 819 megabytes/s, a rate that far exceeds 26 x 16 = 416

megabytes/s, the combined rate at which the bricks can write to disk. Multiple

instances of the load generator per machine ensures that the client machine is

rarely idle. Each generator writes to a different range of block addresses. We took

five measurements for each number of bricks, and report the minimum, average,

and maximum.

Figure 6-1 shows the write throughput increasing from 36 megabytes/s with

four bricks to 150 megabytes/s with 16 bricks. The reason END achieves this
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speedup is that the four-brick group mechanism and middle-bits mapping of ad-

dresses to address map buckets causes the proxies often to spread load evenly across

the bricks, which leads to good parallel speedup. Each brick achieves roughly 9.4

megabytes/s of application write throughput with 2x replication. The reason for

this performance can be explained the same way as in Section 6.3. With 16 bricks,

each four-brick group serves 70 ± 4 ? 17 load generators during a batch of writes.

During phase 1, each brick receives 71.3 megabytes and sends 35.7 megabytes of

data chunks, which takes 916 milliseconds over gigabit links. Phase 2 takes 2.8 sec-

onds to write the 71.3 megabytes of data chunks received to disk. During Phases 3

and 4, the generators can send address maps to any of the 16 bricks, depending on

the block address range. Each of the 17 load generators sends writes to different

block address ranges, and so, on average, will send address maps to a different

brick from the other 16 generators. Since there are 17 generators and 16 bricks,

the batch of address maps from each load generator goes to roughly one brick.

Thus, the time for Phases 3 and 4 is the same as in Section 6.3, 122 milliseconds.

The total time for four bricks to process 142.6 megabytes of data is 3.8 seconds,

which is a throughput of 37.2 megabytes/s for four bricks or 9.3 megabytes/s for

one.

Figure 6-2 shows how the read throughput increases with the number of bricks.

In this case, each of the 70 load generators sequentially reads the data written

in the previous experiment; each generator reads from a different range of blocks.

The total amount of chunk data that proxies read is 10N gigabytes, where N is the

number of bricks, too large to fit in the bricks' caches.

Figure 6-2 shows increasing throughput for two reasons. First, different proxies

read different address ranges and thus tend to spread the look up of address map

entries evenly across different bricks. Second, each proxy reads chunk data in the

order it was originally written, so that the bricks end up issuing efficient sequential

reads from their chunk log files. Each brick offers a chunk read throughput of
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Figure 6-2: Read throughput with 7 proxies and different numbers of bricks. Each
point is the average of 5 trials. The error bars indicate the minimum and maximum
throughput among the trials.

~ 13.75 megabytes/s. The reason for this performance stems from how the data

were laid out during the previous write experiments. In the 16-brick case, each

brick received writes from five load generators on average during a batch. Hence,

each batch of writes from a generator is interleaved with writes from three other

generators. So each brick can expect 256+5 = 51 consecutive writes on average to

come from the same generator. During a bulk sequential read, a brick can read 51

blocks sequentially before having to seek to the next group of blocks. The time to

read 51 8KB blocks of data is 16 milliseconds plus 12 milliseconds to seek (and wait

for half a disk rotation) to read the next group of blocks, resulting in an estimated

read throughput of 14.9 megabytes/s.
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Figure 6-3: The effect on continuous write throughput when a new brick joins at
time 130.



6.5 Effect of Incorporating a New Brick

Figure 6-3 shows the effect on write throughput when a new brick joins the system.

Before time 130, one proxy is generating writes to 15 bricks. At time 130, a 16th

brick joins the system. Figure 6-3 shows the throughput decreases to 5 megabytes/s

during reconfiguration, and increases a second later to the same level as before

adding the new brick (the single proxy cannot saturate the system's capacity).

The following events happen during the second of decreased throughput. END

reconfigures to include the new brick, and redistributes the address map buckets.

The proxy's append address request fails because the bucket at which it intends to

write has been moved to the new brick. The proxy re-fetches the bucket map and

retries the request at the new brick, which is still busy copying its portion of buckets

from other bricks, hence the delay in responding to the proxy's writes. The new

brick needs to fetch 10 buckets total, each bucket's DB4 file is - 20 megabytes

in size and so takes almost a second to write to disk. The proxy sees reduced

throughput for only one second because the new brick buffers writes to incomplete

buckets, reapplying those writes to the database later once it has finished fetching.

6.6 Effect of Temporary Failure

Next, we show END's behavior during a temporary failure. We pre-load an END

system of 16 bricks with one terabyte of data, and then run the bulk write load

generator on one proxy. Figure 6-4 shows the throughput as we kill the END

process on one brick three minutes into the experiment, and then restart it seven

minutes later with disk contents intact.

A few seconds after the failure, throughput drops to 8 megabyte/s and then

to zero for one second. The following events happened during this pause. The



dead brick stops responding to requests from the proxy. Detecting failure, END

reconfigures to exclude the dead brick. The proxy re-fetches the bucket map and

retries the fetch request until END finishes reconfiguration and sends it the new

bucket map. The proxy then resends the writes. END spreads second copies of

the dead brick's 10 buckets over the remaining live bricks. A brick can write a

20-megabyte bucket in 700 milliseconds, which adds to the total two-second delay

in responding to the proxy. After the proxy's retry is complete, throughput reaches

the same level as before the failure. At this point, chunks that were stored on the

dead brick have only one live replica. All writes issued while the brick is down will

have two replicas.

Seven minutes after the failure, the dead brick rejoins the system. Now the

situation is very similar to that in Section 6.5, where the address buckets need to

be redistributed. If there were reads, the rejoining brick can serve requests with

data already in its chunk store.

6.7 Chunk Maintenance and Garbage Collection

This section presents an evaluation of the maintenance algorithms. We pre-load a

16-brick END system with a terabyte of data, rewrite 20% of the addresses, and run

chunk replication and garbage collection. END finishes maintenance and garbage

collection in 8 minutes. The following paragraph details the cost of this process.

Each brick finishes passing the referenced and stored chunk keys and marking

the chunks in about 3 minutes. There are 80 primary buckets, each with approx-

imately 700,000 address entries. Each brick holds 5 primary buckets and takes

about 10 seconds to iterate through a bucket's addresses and assign each to the

appropriate chunk replica bricks for each entry. So each takes 50 seconds to as-

semble and send the chunk keys in all of its primary buckets to the appropriate
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bricks. Most of this time is in traversing the DB4 index. Each brick then goes

through the chunk index and assembles the keys of all the data chunks that it

stores. There are at least double the number of data chunks on each brick to the

primary address map entries because END has to keep track of all copies of the

data chunks and because we have overwritten some portion of the address with

new data. As a result, each brick finishes assembling and sending keys for stored

chunks in roughly 100 seconds.

Because there are no failures, there is no need for any brick to fetch copies of

data chunks. There is more than half a log worth of unreferenced chunks per brick;

each brick finishes cleaning in 5 minutes. The time to clean a log is roughly as

long as it takes to write the log sequentially (at 26 megabytes/s for a 8.2 gigabyte

log file). This is because END reads the entire log, copying live records to another

file, and swapping the two files when finished.

In general, the cost of maintenance and cleaning depends on the amount of

data in the system and the amount of overwritten data. Assuming that each brick

stores the same amount of data, it can be expressed as,

TA + Tc + NLTL

where TA = the time for a brick to assemble and send referenced chunk keys

Tc = the time for a brick to assemble and send keys for stored chunks

NL = the maximum number of chunk logs per brick where more than half

of the entries are unreferenced

TL = the time to sequentially write an entire log file.



Chapter 7

Related Work

END builds on a long history of cluster storage research, particularly Petal [19],

FAB [31], Ceph/RADOS [35,36], and Boxwood [21]. END is motivated by the

desire to use spare disk space on non-dedicated servers in a small university cluster

to store data so that they can be conveniently accessed with a traditional disk

interface, and automatically replicated. Because these servers are not dedicated

storage servers, END needs to remain efficient, and the data must be available,

when servers become unavailable. A design that handles failures and recoveries

efficiently, while providing good performance during normal operation, is END'S

main contribution relative to previous systems.

END's most important difference from Petal, FAB [31], Ceph's RADOS [36],

and Boxwood's Chunk Manager [21] is its separation of chunks from address map-

pings. These systems have meta-data similar in function to END's address map-

pings, but a block's meta-data must be on the same brick as the data. Thus Petal,

FAB, RADOS, and Boxwood must treat the temporary failure of a brick specially,

by recording all changes that the brick should have seen and playing back those

changes when it recovers. While that brick is down, writes will not be replicated as

much as desired. If that behavior is not acceptable, these systems must view the



failure as permanent, create a complete new replica of the data, and cannot make

use of the failed brick if it does eventually recover. END, because it can move its

address mappings without moving the data, is not forced to make these trade-offs.

Like Petal [19], END uses a level of indirection to allow expansion by adding

disks and servers. END shares with GFS [7] and BigTable [4] the goals of scalable

storage and of harnessing commodity components, but END'S emphasis is on pre-

serving the existing disk interface for use with existing file system layouts. GFS

also relies on a single master to keep track of data chunks location and replication

level. END cannot rely on a single server to store persistent information.

END's log-structured chunk store is borrowed from LFS [28] and Venti [25].

END's bucket map is inspired by the user map in Porcupine [30].

7.1 Cluster Block/Object Storage Systems

Petal [19] is a distributed virtual disk that incorporates storage from every brick

in the system, and presents a single disk image. To add a new brick to the clus-

ter, Petal reconfigures its block address assignment to include the new brick and

copies to it data according to the new assignment. Because it can take hours for

this process to complete, Petal divides the address range into "old", "new", and

"fenced". Addresses in the old or new region should be served from the set of

bricks according to the old or new assignment, respectively. The fenced region

is the part where data is being moved, for which any client requests may require

additional messages to get to the right brick. Petal stores each block on a primary

and a backup brick. When either brick is unavailable, Petal serves read requests

from the brick that is up. A client sends writes first to the primary, and then to

the backup if the primary is down. If the primary is the first one to receive a write,

it sets the block's busy bit before sending the write both to its local store and the



backup. The busy bit tells the primary which blocks to send to the backup that

has just become available. If the primary is down, the backup will receive the write

request. Before writing the block to disk, the backup must set the block's stale

bit on disk so that when the primary becomes available, the backup knows which

blocks the primary is missing.

Petal assigns mutable blocks to physical machines, and so has to copy whole

blocks when the assignment changes. END assigns mutable address mappings that

are much smaller than whole blocks. Thus, END moves only a small amount of

data during change in the cluster.

FAB [31] divides bricks into seggroups, partitions block addresses among them,

and uses a quorum protocol to perform reads and writes. Thus, only a majority of

bricks in a seggroup need to respond before a read or write operation is complete.

Each FAB brick keeps, in NVRAM, timestamps of blocks that have been updated

on its local disk until all bricks in the seggroup acknowledge the update of those

blocks. During a brick failure, FAB continues to serve requests since a majority of

bricks in each seggroup is still alive. However, the remaining bricks in each seg-

group with a failed brick cannot garbage collect the timestamps of block updates.

To discard the timestamps, the remaining bricks must reconfigure to exclude the

dead brick from the seggroup. If the dead brick recovers before reconfiguration, it

needs to copy from each of its seggroup the recently updated blocks as indicated

by the timestamps. Otherwise, the recovered brick will have to participate in re-

configuration and copy every block in each seggroup to which it belongs. Adding

a new brick follows the same reconfiguration procedure.

Unlike FAB, END uses primary-backup replication. If a failed brick recovers

before FAB decides to reconfigure (perhaps due to its NVRAM filling up), then

FAB is efficient in that it only needs to copy new blocks to the recovering brick.

Otherwise, FAB may have to copy over data that already exist on the recovering



brick. In contrast, END only copies the small address map. Any newly written data

chunks are already replicated on the remaining live bricks due to END's flexible

data chunk allocation. Adding a new brick in FAB always result in more data

transfer up front than in END, because FAB needs to copy whole blocks to the

new brick while END only copies the address map.

Ceph/RADOS [35, 36] stores data objects, as supposed to data blocks, and

allows clients to read/write byte extents of those objects. RADOS divides data

objects into placement groups and assigns these groups to participating bricks

according to the cluster map. Within a placement group, RADOS designates one

brick to be the primary; all writes start at this brick. When the cluster map

changes, the primary of each placement group figures out how much data needs to

be copied to each brick to bring them up to date. The primary accomplishes this

by consulting its local log of updates to the placement group and comparing it to

the most recent updates on each replica brick.

The placement groups in RADOS are similar to the buckets in END, except

that END stores blocks instead of objects. Furthermore, END splits the blocks into

addresses and chunks, so it can reconfigure quickly and thus does not need to keep

track of updates that are destined for bricks that are undergoing change. RADOS

faces the tension of delaying reconfiguration at the expense of reduced replication

of new updates (in case the dead brick comes back online), or reconfigure and copy

the entire content of a placement group to a new replica.

DDS [9] provides scalable storage with a cluster of storage bricks, with an even

more general interface than END, since DDS allows arbitrary keys. DDS has slower

recovery after temporary failure than END, since DDS must generally entirely re-

build the recovered brick's contents. DDS also cannot tolerate network partitions,

which may limit its applicability in large clusters with complex switched LAN

topologies.



NASD [8] is an object-based network disk whose goal is to provide efficient and

secure access to its data. END shares the goal of efficient access with NASD, but

trusts all the requests it receives over the LAN. Another crucial goal for END is to

handle changes in the cluster efficiently. This goal is not the emphasis in NASD.

7.2 Cluster File Systems

Lustre [13] is similar to Ceph [35] in that it keeps a separate layer of file system

meta-data and stores file data as objects. The object store for Lustre keeps a

mutable mapping of object ID to data, which ties them to the same brick. Thus,

during temporary failures, Lustre faces the same tension as Ceph/RADOS, while

END does not.

ZFS [24] is a file system that allocates blocks from pooled storage, which could

include anything from a single disk partition to hundreds of disks in a server farm.

The block allocation strategy it uses is similar to END'S. ZFS uses copy-on-write

whenever it writes to disk, similar to WAFL [11]. The latter is an on-disk file

system that handles NFS operations efficiently. WAFL keeps files' data together

with their data; which allows it to write data blocks anywhere on disk; which in

turn, allows it to create snapshots quickly. In contrast, END appends a new block

to its chunk store when the file system writes to it, and keeps the chunk index

information in a separate database.

The Google File System [7] is a cluster file system whose goal is to be scalable

to data intensive workload while using commodity components. A GFS cluster

consists of one master and hundreds of chunk servers. Clients send all meta-

data operations to the master, but sends all reads and writes of data directly to

chunk servers. The latter design decision allows GFS to scale with the number

of clients. GFS master grants leases on the primary chunk server of a particular



GFS chunk and clients caches the lease. The primary chunk server can also renew

the lease indefinitely, so if there are no failures at the primary or master, the

client will never have to contact the master for chunk operations. Like GFS, END

uses commodity components to provide scalable storage in a cluster environment.

However, END has no central component such as the GFS master. END provides

a block storage and does not need to manage file system meta-data. Each END

node has information of where each block address range is stored in the system.

Harp [20] is a replicated file system that uses a distributed consensus protocol

to reconfigure after failures. Like Harp, END uses primary and backup replication

to guarantee consistency, but Harp applies updates to in-memory logs, and writes

to disk in the background to increase performance. To prevent data loss, each

Harp node has an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) that enables it to flush its

logs to disk before shutting down during a power outage. END commits updates

to disk before returning to the client, and does not assume a UPS. A recovering

Harp node fetches any information from the remaining live nodes in order to bring

itself up to date before initiating a view change. This scheme reduces the time to

complete a view change. In contrast, an END brick stores a portion of the address

map and may not store the same portion in each view, so END cannot fetch the

address map before initiating a view change. Nevertheless, END'S view change is

fast because the amount of address map that a new or recovering brick has to copy

is small.

Zebra [10], PVFS [3], GPFS [32], and Panasas [34] are parallel file systems

that scale to extremely high throughput with parallel data access workloads. They

obtain high throughput via data striping and data consistency with a central meta-

data manager (Zebra, PVFS, and Panasas) and distributed locking techniques that

minimize contention (GPFS). END shares the goal of scalable data access with

these systems, but END is a distributed block store and thus it offers block-level

consistency as supposed to file-level. GPFS handles node failures by replaying



the operations of the failed node on the remaining nodes. Panasas invokes RAID

rebuild when it detects a storage node failure. Zebra uses both log replay and RAID

rebuild to recover from failure. END handles temporary failures by re-assigning

address maps among remaining bricks and copying over the address maps according

to the new assignment. For permanent failures, END uses a decentralized algorithm

to check the number of chunk copies and make extra ones as necessary.

7.3 Log Structured Storage

The Log-structured File System [28] stores all file system data in a log on disk. LFS

can write data to disk almost without seeking; its log segments are the inspiration

for chunk logs in END. Consequently, END faces the same challenges of reading

data and cleaning the logs as LFS. Unlike LFS, END does not keeping indexing

information in the log, but borrows Venti's [25] use of a database to keep the index.

This approach is simpler, because the index is separate from the data. It provides

fast look up, because the index is usually small enough to fit in memory. It is easy

to maintain, because the index is soft state and can be completely re-built from

the logs. Although for fast recovery, END periodically checkpoints the index to

disk.

Similar to LFS with regard to cleaning the logs, END does not keep a separate

free chunk list or bitmap. During cleaning each END brick checks the liveness of

chunks whose keys are within its range. Once an END brick has identified the live

chunks stored locally in its logs, it cleans the logs with number of dead chunks

more than half the total number of records. The reason for this heuristic is such

that cleaning a log would result in more free space than the amount of live data

copied. This thesis has not performed a cleaning cost-benefit analysis in END as

is done in LFS.



7.4 Immutable Storage

Distributed hash tables [5,26, 29] focus on providing data integrity and good per-

formance for wide-area data storage. END's initial design for the chunk store was

inspired by these systems, but END also provides mutable block-addressed data

access, as well as assuming a high-performance cluster environment.

END shares the use of immutable storage with EMC's Centera [141, but END'S

main aim is to support ordinary read/write file systems. Centera stores content-

addressable data and is designed to serve read-only content. END is designed to

serve mutable data, and thus needs a mutable layer with references to immutable

content. END also has to take care of garbage collection of unreferenced immutable

chunks.

7.5 Wide-area File Systems

Some wide-area file systems, such as OceanStore/Pond [16, 27] and FarSite [1],

provide a filesystem interface built on DHT storage. These systems include their

own filesystem tailored to the performance and security requirements of wide-area

DHT storage, for example processing file system updates with Byzantine-fault-

tolerant clusters. END, in contrast, provides a disk interface so that it is usable

with existing disk filesystems, trusts all the bricks, and assumes a high-performance

LAN.

7.6 Distributed Databases

Distributed database systems replicate data among bricks, and thus face challenges

similar to END's. HARBOR [18] is a distributed database that re-incorporates a



recovering brick by querying other live bricks for updates and uses timestamps to

determine which tuples need to be copied. HARBOR shares the same goal of fast

recovery with END, but HARBOR is a database system, which has significantly

different data structures from a virtual disk.

Chain declustering [12] is a technique that replicates portions of the database

such that a brick failure will not affect the load balancing property of the system.

IBM DB2 Parallel Edition [2] uses hash partitioning functions to determine to

which brick to assign a tuple, adjusting the hash functions results in adjusting the

load at each brick. END could benefit from using these techniques to replicate its

Address Map and Chunk Store to keep the load balanced when bricks fail.





Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis describes the END cluster storage system, which presents a fault-

tolerant virtual disk interface usable by existing file system implementations. The

key challenge END faces is to lay out its data over the bricks and their disks in a

way that is both efficient to access in ordinary operation, and efficient to maintain

as bricks fail and re-join. END solves this challenge with a two-level design: the

mapping from block addresses to chunk keys lets END store data in efficient loca-

tions, write new data with full replication despite failed bricks, and re-incorporate

recovered bricks efficiently. The experimental results show that END'S two-layer

design maintains good performance and efficiently handles changes in the cluster.

8.1 Future Directions

Areas for future design and implementation include:

1. A load balancing mechanism in case different bricks have significantly differ-

ent disk capacities.

2. A mechanism to gradually move existing chunks to a newly joined brick.



3. An algorithm to decide how often to invoke replica maintenance and garbage

collection. The algorithm should minimize the probability that a data chunk

is lost, yet maximize the available disk and network bandwidth for serving

data requests.

4. A log cleaning policy that uses a cost-benefit analysis [28] to maximize disk

space utilization and minimize write cost during cleaning.
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